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Amajor issue in contemporary development policy concerns compen-
sation paid to those whose traditional livelihoods are uprooted by
modern industrial projects. This involves both equity and efﬁciency con-
siderations. In the absence of a welfare state those who are rendered un-
employed by industrialization are left at the mercy of market forces.
Inadequate compensation of such groups results in a political and social
fallout,which canundermine the political sustainability of suchprograms.
Political effects aside, compensation policies have important effects
on economic efﬁciency as well. They affect decisions made by land-
owners to convert land from agricultural to industrial use. Frictions in
the leasing market (e.g., resulting from moral hazard and low wealth
of tenants) can result in farmers earning surpluseswhichwould be fore-
gone in the event of eviction. Landownerswould have no private incen-
tive to incorporate these losses in their decision to convert land.o Macchiavello, and especially
onymous referees and partici-
nt” conference at the LSE, and
at Hanoi in January 2011 for
al Growth Centre (IGC) for ﬁ-
rights reserved.Inadequate compensation can thereby create incentives for excessively
rapid industrialization. Moreover, the anticipation of such conversions
in the future breeds insecurity of tenure among those currently engaged
in agriculture, with implications for their incentives to undertake
investments that enhance farm productivity.
These problems have surfaced quite prominently all over theworld in
thepast twodecades, and inparticular, in rapidly industrializing countries
such as China and India.1 The transition to industrialization in these coun-
tries has been marked by conversion of agricultural land into land
earmarked for industrial projects and urban real estate development.
The process has been facilitated by local or regional governments anxious
to raise the rate of growth in their jurisdictions,which generate large spill-
over effects and/or raise government revenues. At the same time, farmers
cultivating these lands andworkers employed by these farmers lose their
livelihoods. The compensations paid to those displaced have been criti-
cized as being inadequate. The process of determining and implementing
these compensations has been described as arbitrary, ad hoc and lacking
transparency. There have also been complaints of the lack of any rights or
participation of those displaced in the process of transition.
These problems of compensation have created widespread social and
political tensions. For instance, Cao et al. (2008) report that in the1 See Chan (2003), Ding (2003, 2007), and Su (2005).
6 See Ghatak et al. (2012) for a detailed analysis of the acquisition process in Singur,
showing that the government was unable to identify many relevant characteristics of
plots relevant to assessment of their market values. Hence the compensation for any
given acquired plot ended up being largely independent of past investments made
on that speciﬁc plot.
7 If there was only a single plot and tenant in question, the owner would be more in-
clined to sell if the tenant invests less in agricultural productivity. In such a context, the
threat of being evicted without suitable compensation would motivate the tenant to
invest more. Increasing tenant's compensation in the event of sale could then reduce
his incentive to invest. This ‘disciplinary’ effect does not arise in the context studied
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“massive rural incidents”, in which a total of 385,000 farmers
protested against the government. They go on to state that:
“…there are currently over 40 million dispossessed farmers due
to urban expansion and transportation networking and 70% of the
complaints lodged from farmers in the past 5 years are related to
rural land requisition in urbanization” (Cao et al., 2008, pp. 21–22).
Likewise in the eastern state of West Bengal in India, farmers were
displaced by a motor car project started in 2007 for which land had
been compulsorily acquired by the state government.2 A signiﬁcant
proportion of these protested that the compensation paid to them was
inadequate. These protests were orchestrated by the principal opposi-
tion party to the party controlling the state government. The resulting
tension and confrontations eventually led to the industrial group in
question moving its factory to a different state in India in 2008, and
eventually contributed to the incumbent government being voted out
of power in 2011. Despite agreement between most parties that the
land ought to be converted to industrial use, the problem of inadequacy
of compensation caused the process of conversion to be reversed.
These events raise important questions regarding economic principles
that should guide the design and implementation of compensation for
agents displaced by industrial development projects. According to most
legal frameworks, property owners do not require the permission of their
current tenants or workers in order to sell the property. Nor are they re-
quired to compensate them in the event that the tenant gets evicted or
the workers lose their jobs. Ownership rights include both freedom to de-
cide how the property is to be used as well as freedom over the sale of
the property. Yet the preceding events in China and India raise the question
whether tenants orworkers employedby landowners should be legally en-
titled to some compensation if the owner were to sell the property. And if
so, what principles should guide the design of such compensation.
The purpose of this paper is to initiate a theoretical analysis of
compensation arrangements for incentives of owners to sell and
concerned parties to invest in productivity-enhancing investments.
We examine contexts with limited scope for transferability of utility,
owing to limited liability and wealth of agents undertaking produc-
tive investments, which is relevant to poor farmers in developing
countries. Like most of the existing literature, we focus on implications
for efﬁciency, as evaluated by a utilitarian social welfare function which
neglects the issue of distributive equity. We examine whether there is
an efﬁciency argument for restricting the rights of owners over the
sale of assets in the sense of mandating compensation of displaced
tenants. If so, inclusion of considerations of distributive justice would
further strengthen the argument, in contextswhere landowners and in-
dustrial developers are substantially wealthier than displaced farmers.
We study a settingwhere a landlord (or local governmentwhich is the
de facto owner) currently leases a large number of contiguous plots of ag-
ricultural land to different tenants.3 The landlord and tenants make spe-
ciﬁc non-contractible investments in their respective plots. The law
stipulates the share of the agricultural produce that must be given to ten-
ants, aswell as lump-sum compensations they are entitled to if theywere
to be evicted as a result of sale of the land.4 Sharecropping arrangements
are necessitated by limited liability and limited wealth of tenants, com-
bined with uncertainty in agricultural production. These imply ﬁxed rent
contracts are unenforceable when adverse production shocks occur.52 For a detailed account, see Ghatak et al. (2012).
3 In the context of the Singur land acquisition by the West Bengal government, there
were over 17,000 plots acquired, and at least 1600 households from whom agricultural
land was acquired. See Ghatak et al. (2012, Tables 1a, 4).
4 In West Bengal, for instance, tenancy is regulated by sharecropper protection laws
that mandate a minimum share for tenants. See Banerjee et al. (2002) and Bardhan and
Mookherjee (2011) for further details.
5 This resembles the formulation of tenancy in Mookherjee (1997), and Banerjee et
al. (2002). In the context of this paper, we additionally incorporate investments made
by the landowner or local government, whereby a team moral hazard problem arises.Moreover, compensations paid in the event of acquisition are lump-sum
owing to the inability of the government to accurately evaluate the produc-
tivity enhancing investments already made in the plots being acquired.6
Opportunities for sale of the entire area of land to an external indus-
trialist arise stochastically, and the landlord makes this decision after
speciﬁc investments have been made in agricultural improvement.
The indivisibility and large scale of the industrial project imply that
the owner either sells all the plots of land to the industrialist, or none
of them. As there are large numbers of tenants, the investment decisions
of any particular tenant has a negligible effect on the owner's decision
to sell. This implies that possible ‘disciplinary’ effects of the threat of
uncompensated eviction do not arise.7
The question we analyze concerns the effects of varying the compen-
sation paid to the tenant in the event of a sale.We consider three channels
of potential impact: the owner's decision to convert, and resulting impli-
cations for ex ante investments of the two parties respectively.
In the absence of speciﬁc investments, the only allocative role of
property rights concerns their implications for decisions for whether
or not the property will be sold. Optimal resource allocation necessi-
tates paying compensation to the tenant so that the landlord correctly
internalizes the cost imposed on the latter as a result of the property
sale. This will be traded off against the various beneﬁts that will
accrue to the landlord or the industrialist. If the rental market for
property operates without distortion, the current rent captures the
value to the tenant of leasing the asset. Since the landlord earns this
rent which will be foregone upon selling the property, vesting the
sole decision right over the sale to the landlord results in an efﬁcient
outcome. The argument is further strengthened if the landlord makes
ex ante investments in the construction and upkeep of the property.
Retaining full rights over sale will generate the correct (i.e., ﬁrst-best)
incentives to the landlord for making such investments.
However, in the presence of distortions in the rentalmarket, the ten-
antmay be earning a surplus (owing either to limited liability andmoral
hazard, or a legally stipulated minimum crop share).8 In this case, vest-
ing sole decision rights with the landlord concerning sale of the asset
will generate socially excessive incentives to sell to third parties when
the opportunity arises. This is because the landlord will neglect the ef-
fect of the sale on the loss of surplus by the tenants. To correct this prob-
lem, the landlord needs to pay a compensation to the tenant that equals
the surplus lost by the latter in the event of conversion.
The effect of this distortion on the sale decision is compounded by
effects on investment incentives. Sharecropping implies that both the
landlord and the tenants under-invest in agricultural improvements.
We show that increasing the compensation paid to tenants in the
event of conversion raises investments by both landlords and tenants,
owing to the induced effect on sale decisions by the landlord. Byin this paper. In Ghatak and Mookherjee (2012) we study the context of a single tenant
or agent, wherein results concerning optimal compensation turn out to be consider-
ably different. In that paper we also allow the owner to design the tenancy contract,
whereas in this paper the terms of the contract are set by law.
8 For example, in tenancy models with moral hazard and limited liability (e.g.,
Banerjee et al., 2002; Mookherjee, 1997) it is not in the landlord's interest to extract
all the rents from the tenant as this destroys the latters incentive to undertake costly
investments that raise farm productivity. Fixed rent contracts are unenforceable in
states of the world where adverse natural shocks depress tenants incomes so much
that they are unable to pay the mandated rent. So the landlord offers a sharecropping
contract which ends up generating rents for their tenants, particularly for those that
are poor.
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be retained in agriculture, motivating both parties to invest more. Hence
if tenants are not fully compensated, raising the level of compensation
induces efﬁciency improvements on all three fronts simultaneously. It
curbs the landlord's socially excessive inclination to sell the land, thereby
lessening the over-conversion distortion. It raises the probability that the
landwill remain in agricultural use,whichwill in turn increase the invest-
mentsmade by landlord and the tenants. Hence efﬁciency considerations
via investment incentives aswell as conversion decisions dictate that ten-
ants be over-compensated. We show that this result holds under fairly
general conditions of technology and preferences, provided the landlord
can appropriate all the social surplus resulting from conversion of the
property to industrial use (e.g., using competitive bidding among poten-
tial industrial users). The result need not hold as generally if this condition
is not met, but it will hold as long as landlord's own role in investing in
land improvement is negligible compared to the tenant's role.
This paper adds to the existing theoretical literature on property
rights by incorporating an important dimension of these rights that
has not been analyzed, namely, the right of an owner to sell his property
at will. Most of the existing literature has focused almost exclusively on
use rights rather than exchange rights. This includes the literature in
development economics on property rights (Besley (1995), and Besley
and Ghatak (2009)) as well as the incentive effects of sharecropping
tenancy and its regulation in a context of complete contracts subject
to moral hazard and limited liability (see, for example, Banerjee et al.
(2002), Mookherjee (1997), and Singh (1989)). This also includes the
literature in organizational economics, on incomplete contracts and the
nature of the ﬁrm following Edlin and Reichelstein (1996), Grossman
and Hart (1986), and Hart and Moore (1990).9
We extend the models used in the tenancy literature mentioned
above to investigate issues concerning regulation of exchange-rights:
In particular, the key distortions arise from a problem of ‘moral hazard
in teams’ generating under-investment in farm-speciﬁc assets by land-
lord and tenants (Eswaran and Kotwal (1985)). Empirical evidence for
the importance of these incentives in the context of Indian agriculture
has been provided by Banerjee et al. (2007), Bardhan and Mookherjee
(2011), and Shaban (1987).10
This paper is also related to a large law and economics literature on
eminent domain and compensation. This literature does not focus on
tenancy-related issues, but it does address the issue of how compensation
policy affects landowner investment incentives. In particular, to the ex-
tent landowners can invest in land value, Blume et al. (1984) show that
compensation must be lump-sum to avoid moral hazard and that pay-
ment of full market value compensation can lead landowners to
overinvest in their property. The key difference between their model
and ours is that there are no distortions in capital markets or investment
decisions in the former, like the sharecropping distortion in our model
which generates under-investment. 11 Moreover, the subsequent law
and economics literature has provided several counterarguments to the
Blume–Rubinfeld–Shapiro argument for zero compensation, which bear
some resemblance to issues incorporated in our model. For example,
fullmarket value compensationdoes not reﬂect the amount the landown-
er would have accepted in a consensual sale, and that this creates a risk of
excessive application of eminent domain. SeeMiceli and Segerson (2007)
for a review of this literature.9 See Segal and Whinston (2013) for a review of this literature. Neither of these lit-
eratures focuses on exchange rights. Moreover, the organizational economics literature
ignores the problem of borrowing constraints, which may cause additional agency
problems by preventing individuals from owning an asset even when it is efﬁcient
for them to do so (e.g., under tenancy).
10 The latter two papers study the effect of a sharecropping regulation program in
West Bengal which would be expected to lower the landlord's incentive and raise
the tenant's incentives to raise agricultural productivity. They both ﬁnd a net increase
in agricultural productivity as a result of the reform, indicating that the enhancement
of tenant's incentives outweighed the reduction in the landlord's incentive.
11 Our model also incorporates multiple plots of land and two-sided investments, but
these differences are less essential.Section 2 introduces the model. Section 3 presents the main results,
while Section 4 explores extensions of the basicmodel. Finally, Section 5
concludes.
2. Model
2.1. The environment
There is a landlord Lwho owns n identical plots and leases each of
them to a tenant. The yield or quality of any given plot equals Ap(x,y)
where A is positive and p depends on non-negative investments x and
ymade by the landlord and the tenant. All tenants have identical pref-
erences and costs; we shall focus on symmetric outcomes where they
behave identically, and the landlord invests the same amount in every
plot. The function p is assumed to be strictly increasing, strictly concave,
twice-differentiable, and exhibiting complementarity between x and y:
pxy≥0. It is normalized so as to lie between 0 and 1, and can be
interpreted as a probability of a successful harvest of value A. We shall
assume an interior probability of a successful harvest, irrespective of in-
vestments: 0bp(x,y)b1 for all non-negative x,y. In particular, there is
some likelihood of a successful harvest even if there is no investment:
p(0,0)>0 and likewise, of a crop failure even if investments are chosen
at the highest possible levels. This ensures that the level of the invest-
ments cannot be perfectly inferred by a third-party from any value of
output, so that the agency problem has bite.
On any given plot the tenant incurs cost cT(y) while the landlord's
cost equals cL(x), where cT and cL are both strictly increasing, strictly
convex, and twice-differentiable functions. To avoid technical compli-
cations we assume marginal costs approach inﬁnity as x and y
approach ﬁnite capacity limits x and y respectively. We shall focus on
interior equilibria; all equilibria will be interior if costs and marginal
costs are zero at zero investment, since px,py are strictly positive.
After investments have been made, the landlord observes the
value of p or equivalently the underlying investments x,y which are
assumed to be observable but non-veriﬁable.12 Then there is a random
outside option available to the landlord to sell all the n plots together
and earn v per plot, where v≥0 is drawn according to a density f and
a corresponding distribution function F. The density function is positive
and continuously differentiable everywhere on its support.
The landlord does not have the option to sell some of the plots and
not the others: either all or none must be sold, because the competing
use of the land entails an indivisibility (i.e., a factory is to be built which
requires a minimum area). For most part we shall assume that the
distribution of v is exogenously given. As we explain in Section 4, this
requires the assumption that the landlord can capture all of the surplus
from the alternative use of the land. We explain there how the results
get modiﬁed if this assumption does not hold.
If the landlord does not sell, the farm yields are shared between
landlord and tenant in ﬁxed proportions 1−s and s stipulated by
rental regulations. And if the landlord does sell, he is required by law
to compensate each farmer by a lump-sum amount c. We suppose
that there is a ﬁnite upper bound c to the extent of compensation.
Our main focus will be on situations where the tenant is under-
compensated, i.e., cbspAbsA, in which case c equals sA. Otherwise a
natural upper bound to compensation would be A, the maximum
value of the land in agriculture. 13 The compensation is not a function
of the quality of the plot (because this is not veriﬁable by third parties).12 In the existing literature on tenancy, the usual assumption is output is veriﬁable
but effort or investments are not observable. We make this assumption because in
our model the landlord decides on whether to sell the land after investments have
been made but before output is realized. In the alternative case where the landlord
cannot observe p before deciding to sell, the same results will obtain. The arguments
would be even simpler, since tenants will not have any incentive to manipulate the
landlord's sale decision through their investment, and assumption (3) below on the
number of tenants will no longer be needed.
13 This helps avoid some technical complications.
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at which the land is sold would also have difﬁculty in getting enforced,
as it would invite collusion between the landlord and the third party by
understating the price, accompanied by hidden side payments. What is
publicly veriﬁable instead is that ownership of the land has been trans-
ferred to a third party, whence the lawmandates a lump-sum compensa-
tion to each displaced tenant.
Apart from c, the tenant's share s is also stipulated by the law (e.g., as is
the case inWest Bengal under Operation Barga), or in the form of proper-
ty taxes that tenants are stipulated to pay to local governments in the
Chinese context. This nevertheless leaves open the question whether
the landlords would voluntarily offer the tenants a larger share than is
mandated by the law. Given the lack of contractibility of the tenant's in-
vestment, this may help induce the tenant to invest more which raises
the value of the land. Might this be in the interest of the landlord?
One context where the question is not pertinent is when the land-
lord cannot commit to honor promises to give tenants a large share
than legally mandated: ex post the landlord would have an incentive
to renege on this promise. Even if they could commit, we provide con-
ditions in a later section under which the landlord would not want to
offer more than the legally mandated share.14
The assumption of a sharecropping contract is a key one. Even in
the absence of any legal regulations of tenancy contracts, standard
models of tenancy subject to limited liability and wealth constraints
argue that ﬁxed rent contracts are unenforceable owing to uncertainties
that afﬂict crop returns. There is no scope for a ﬁxed rent, which is paid
irrespective of the harvest from the land. One interpretation is that if
retained in agriculture, the plots will either return A (a ‘success’) or
nothing (a ‘failure’), the tenants have no assets, are subject to limited
liability, have zero outside options and no bargaining power vis-a-vis
the landlord. Then it is not possible for transfers to tenants to be nega-
tive, and the landlord will have no incentive to pay positive transfers
to any tenant in the event of a failure. The landlord-share 1−s can
then be interpreted as the ratio of the transfer paid in the successful
state to the value of the harvest realized.
Finally we impose an assumption concerning n, the number of
tenants involved. To introduce this we need the following additional
assumptions and notation.We assume the rate of change of the density
f over the range 1−sð Þp 0;0ð ÞA; c þ 1−sð ÞA½  is bounded, i.e.,
M≡ sup
v∈ 1−sð Þp 0;0ð ÞA;cþ 1−sð ÞA½ 
∥ f ′ vð Þ
f vð Þ ∥ b ∞ ð1Þ
where c denotes the upper bound to the compensation to be paid to the
tenant. We also impose a restriction on the degree of complementarity
between the investments of the landlord and each tenant, as follows:
N≡ sup
x;y
pxy
pxpy
b ∞: ð2Þ
We require n to be ‘large’ enough in the following sense:
n >
1−s
s
1þ max sAM; c M þ N
1−s
   
: ð3Þ
A special case of this model is when p is linear:
p ¼ αxþ βyþ γ
with α, β, γ all positive; the investment costs are quadratic:
cT yð Þ ¼
y2
2
; cL xð Þ ¼
x2
2
:14 The question of what values of s and c might voluntarily choose, and the welfare
effects of regulating these, is studied in Ghatak and Mookherjee (2012).The investments x,y are constrained to be less than one and we
also assume α+β+γb1, so that the linear probability p is always
less than 1.15
Moreover, the outside option v has a uniform distribution over the
range 0; 1f
h i
with a constant density f∈(0,1). In order to ensure interior
solutions we impose the following additional restrictions: the upper
bound to compensation c ¼ A, and in addition
A b min 1;
1
2f
 
which restricts agricultural productivity to be less than one as well as
the expected productivity of the land in industry. We will refer to this
case as the linear-quadratic-uniform (LQU) case.
3. Analysis and results
We now return to the general model, and will occasionally refer to
the LQU case.
3.1. The ﬁrst best
As a benchmark we characterize the ﬁrst-best. Here a hypothetical
planner selects investments x,y and makes the conversion decision in
order to maximize the sum of expected payoffs of landlord and ten-
ants. In this setting the land will be converted, after the investments
have been made by the tenants and the landlord, if and only if its
value in industry exceeds its value in agriculture, i.e., if v>pA. Let
P*≡∫pA∞ f(v)dv denote the probability of the land being converted
under the ﬁrst-best. In this case, expected social surplus per plot
equals:
W x; yð Þ ¼ pA 1−P 	þ ∫∞pAvf vð Þdv−cL xð Þ−cT yð Þ:
In general, there are two effects of increasing x or y: the effect on
agricultural productivity conditional on land not being converted and
the effect on the probability of land being converted, with higher
investments lowering this probability.
The ﬁrst-order conditions are
∂W x; yð Þ
∂x ¼ pxA 1−P
 	−c′L xð Þ ¼ 0 ð4Þ
∂W x; yð Þ
∂y ¼ pyA 1−P
 	−c′L yð Þ ¼ 0: ð5Þ
The marginal effects on the probability of conversion can be
ignored owing to the Envelope Theorem: since the conversion decision
is taken optimally, the owner is indifferent between converting and not
converting at the margin.
These conditions are intuitive: they state that optimal level of
investments is determined by equating marginal cost of investments
to their expected marginal return, the latter equal to the probability
of land staying in agriculture times the marginal increase in expected
agricultural productivity.
3.2. Tenant incentives
We now turn to the second-best situation, where tenants and
landlord behave to maximize their respective payoffs and select
their investments independently, with the landlord subsequently
deciding whether to sell the plots after observing the realization of15 However, in this case marginal costs are linear and do not approach inﬁnity as in-
vestments approach the capacity limit of one. Nevertheless investments will always
turn out to lie in the interior of the unit interval.
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plot i=1,…,n, and will decide to sell if
v > cþ 1−sð ÞA1
n
Xn
i¼1
pi:
We shall be focusing on symmetric equilibria, where xi and yi are
independent of i. Nevertheless to check whether it is an equilibrium,
we need to check that unilateral deviations are unproﬁtable.
Let P^ yi; x; yð Þ denote 1−F cþ 1−sð ÞA 1np x; yið Þ þ 1−1nð Þp x; yð Þ

  
, the
probability that the land will be converted when a tenant selects an
investment yi and expects all other tenants to select y and the landlord
to select x. His expected payoff is then
UT yi; x; yð Þ ¼ sAp x; yið Þ 1−P^ yi; x; yð Þ
h i
þ cP^ yi; x; yð Þ−cT yið Þ: ð6Þ
The ﬁrst-order condition for the tenant to optimally choose yi=y
is then (with P(x,y) denoting P^ y; x; yð Þ):
sA 1−Pð Þ þ spA−cð Þ1
n
Af 1−sð Þ
 
py ¼ c′T yð Þ ð7Þ
where P and p are evaluated at x,y and f at c+(1−s)pA. The second-
order condition is
c″T yð Þ ≥ Δy ð8Þ
where Δy≡ 1þ 1n
 
spy
2A2 1−sð Þf þ spA−cð Þ A2 1−sð Þ2n f ′ p2y þ sA 1−Pð Þþ½
spA−cð Þ 1n 1−sð ÞAf pyy. We focus attention on the generic case where
this second-order condition holds strictly, in order to carry out local
comparative statics: in the LQU case this can be veriﬁed to always
hold strictly.16
Differentiating the ﬁrst-order condition (7) with respect to x, we
obtain the slope of the tenant's reaction function:
y′ xð Þ ¼
1þ 1n
 
spxpy 1−sð ÞA2f þ spA−cð ÞA
2 1−sð Þ2
n f ′pxpy
þ sA 1−Pð Þ þ spA−cð Þ1n 1−sð ÞAf

 
pyx
c″T−Δy
: ð9Þ
Increasing investment by the landlord affects investment incentives
in the following ways. The ﬁrst and third terms in the numerator of the
right-hand-side of (9) represent the effect of a rise in x on the marginal
return from agriculture to the tenant's investment. Under the assump-
tion of technical complementarity between the tenant's and landlord's
investments, and that the tenant is under-compensated (spA−c>0),
both these terms are positive. A higher investment by the landlord
reduces the likelihood of the land being converted, raising the tenant's
incentive to invest. This strategic complementarity is augmented by
the technical complementarity between their respective investments.
The middle term of the numerator of the right-hand-side of Eq. (9)
represents the change in the tenant's incentive to manipulate the
probability of conversion of the land, as a result of higher investment
by the landlord. The sign of this depends on the slope of the density at
the initial point, which can be either positive or negative. However,
with n large enough (as represented by our assumption (3)) this term
will be dominated by the sum of the ﬁrst and the third terms. This
applies even for cases where the tenants are over-compensated,
owing to n being larger than the second expression inside the max
operator on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3). Hence we obtain (using the
term ‘reaction function’ to denote the symmetric equilibrium choice of
investment by tenants, as a function of the (common) investment
made by the landlord):16 It reduces to the condition 2nsβ
2A2 1−sð Þfb1, which holds since 2s 1−sð Þ≤12;Afb1;
Aβ2bAβb1:Lemma 1. The reaction function of tenants is upward sloping.
The proof of Lemma 1 is based on showing that the numerator of
the right-hand-side of Eq. (9) is always positive. Consider ﬁrst the
case where the tenant is under-compensated or exactly compensated
(spA−c≥0). Since pxy≥0, the third term in the numerator of the
right-hand-side of Eq. (9) is non-negative. So it sufﬁces to show
that the sum of the ﬁrst two terms is positive. For this it is enough
that sþ spA−cð Þ1−sn f
′
f > 0. If
f ′
f is non-negative this is obviously true,
while if it is negative the assumption that the rate of change of f is
bounded above by M and n > 1−ss 1þ sAM½  ensures this is the case.
Now suppose that spA−cb0. Now it sufﬁces that
spxpy 1−sð ÞA2 þ
spA−c
n
A2 1−sð Þ2 f
′
f
pxpy þ 1−sð ÞApxy
" #
> 0
which in turn holds if
s >− spA−c
n
1−sð Þ f
′
f
þ pxy
Apxpy
" #
:
Since spA−c ≥ −c, this is ensured by the condition that
n > c M 1−sð ÞþNð Þs , which in turn holds if Eq. (3) is true.
3.3. Landlord incentives
The landlord's expected payoff per plot is
UL x; yð Þ ¼ 1−sð ÞpA 1−P½  þ ∫∞cþ 1−sð ÞpA v−cð ÞdF vð Þ−cL xð Þ ð10Þ
when choosing an investment of x in each plot and expecting each
tenant to invest y. The ﬁrst order condition for an equilibrium is
1−sð ÞpxA 1−Pð Þ ¼ c′L xð Þ ð11Þ
and the second-order condition is
c″L xð Þ ≥ Δx ð12Þ
where Δx≡(1−s)Apxx(1−P)+px2(1−s)Af. We assume this to hold
strictly, as it does in the LQU case.17
The slope of the landlord's reaction function is
x′ yð Þ ¼ 1−sð Þ
2pxpyA
2f þ 1−sð ÞpxyA 1−Pð Þ
c″L−Δx
ð13Þ
which is always seen to be positive. Since the landlord himself makes
conversion decisions, there is no strategic investment motive akin to
the tenant's which incorporates the indirect effect on the likelihood of
sale. The other two motives are akin to the tenant's: apart from direct
complementarity, higher investments by the tenants make it less
attractive for the landlord to sell the land, which in turn motivates
the landlord to invest more.
Lemma 2. The landlord's reaction function is upward sloping.
3.4. Equilibrium
Since both reaction functions are upward sloping, and investments
are contained in a compact interval, the game played between the
representative tenant and the landlord is supermodular (Vives, 2007).
Standard arguments ensure the existence of at least one pure
strategy symmetric Nash equilibrium. If there are multiple symmet-
ric equilibria, they will be Pareto-ordered. However it is not easy to17 It reduces to the condition (1−s)2α2A2fb1, which holds since Afb1,Aα2bAαb1.
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equilibrium.
In the LQU case, however, there is a unique symmetric Nash equi-
librium with both investments x,y in the interior of the unit interval,
for which the tatonnement dynamic is globally convergent. It is easy
to check via direct computation that theparametric restrictions imposed
for the LQU example sufﬁce to ensure that for any investment made by
the other party (x or y) which lies in the unit interval, the best response
(respectively y(x) or x(y)) also lies in the unit interval. Moreover, the
slopes of the two reaction functions can be checked to be constant:
x′ yð Þ ¼ 1−sð Þ
2αβA2f
1−α2A2 1−sð Þ2f ð14Þ
which is smaller than 1 because 1>(1−s)2A2fα(β+α). Moreover,
y′ xð Þ ¼ 1þ
1
n
 
sαβ 1−sð ÞA2f
1− 1þ 1n
 
sβ2A2 1−sð Þf ð15Þ
is smaller than one as 1þ 1n
 
s 1−sð ÞβAf α þ βð Þ≤2s 1−sð ÞβAf α þ βð Þb1.
So there is a unique Nash equilibrium in the LQU case with interior
investments. It can be explicitly solved18:
x ¼ m0 þm1n0 þ m2 þm1n2ð Þc
1−m1n1
; y ¼ n0 þ n1m0 þ n2 þ n1m2ð Þc
1−m1n1
ð16Þ
where:
m0 ¼
1−sð Þ2αγA2f
1− 1−sð Þ2α2A2f ; m1 ¼
1−sð Þ2αβA2f
1− 1−sð Þ2α2A2f ; m2 ¼
1−sð ÞαAf
1− 1−sð Þ2α2A2f
and
n0 ¼ 1þ
1
n
 
s 1−sð ÞβγA2f− 1þ 1
n
 
s 1−sð Þβ2A2f ;
n1 ¼
1þ 1n
 
s 1−sð ÞαβA2f
1− 1þ 1n
 
s 1−sð Þβ2A2f ; n2 ¼
βAf s 1þ 1n
 
− 1n

 
1− 1þ 1n
 
s 1−sð Þβ2A2f :
In what follows for the general case, we shall focus on the proper-
ties of any Nash equilibrium which is locally stable in the sense that
y′(x)x′(y)b1, where the slopes of the reaction functions are given
by Eqs. (9) and (13). Standard arguments ensure generic existence
and local uniqueness of at least one such equilibrium.19 Global unique-
ness of Nash equilibrium is therefore not needed for our analysis.
3.5. Effects of varying compensation c
Differentiating the landlord's ﬁrst order condition (11) with respect
to c:
xc ¼
1−sð ÞpxAf
c″L−Δx
þ x′ yð Þyc: ð17Þ
The ﬁrst term on the right-hand-side is the direct effect of higher
compensation on the landlord's incentive to invest, while the second
term is the reaction to the tenant's change in investment. Using the18 The restriction that c≤Ab1 along with the other restrictions ensure these invest-
ments are less than one.
19 For instance, if we introduce a parameter which affects marginal costs of invest-
ment monotonically, the existence and local uniqueness of locally stable equilibria
can be ensured for a set of such parameter values of full Lebesgue measure, using stan-
dard transversality arguments (Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Proposition 17.D.3).second-order condition, the direct effect is positive. In other words,
the landlord's reaction function shifts ‘outwards’.
To examine the effect on the tenant incentives, differentiate the
ﬁrst order condition (7) to obtain:
yc ¼
s− 1n 1−sð Þ− spA−cð Þ 1−sð Þ f ′f
h in o
Af py
c″T−Δy
þ y′ xð Þxc: ð18Þ
Condition (3) ensures that n is large enough that the term in the
numerator of the ﬁrst term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (18) is
positive. Intuitively, we can ignore the possibility of any single tenant's
investment incentive being dominated by strategic manipulation of the
probability of conversion. Hence the direct impact dominates, i.e., a rise
in compensation lowers the probability of a sale, raising the tenant's
incentive to invest. For a given investment by the landlord, then, the
tenant's investment rises — the latter's reaction function also moves
outwards.
The second term in the right-hand-side of Eq. (18) reﬂects the
additional effect of the rise in c induced by the change in the landlord's
investment. Using Eq. (17), we obtain the net effect:
yc ¼ 1−y′ xð Þx′ yð Þ½ −1
× y′ xð Þ 1−sð ÞpxAf
c″L−Δx
þ
s− 1n 1−sð Þ− spA−cð Þ 1−sð Þ f ′f
h i
Afpy
c″T−Δy
2
4
3
5:
Local stability implies y′(x)x′(y)b1. By Lemma 1, y′(x)>0. Hence
Eq. (3) implies yc>0. Since x′(y)>0 by Lemma 2, it also follows that
xc>0. We thus arrive at the following result.
Proposition 1. Starting with any locally stable Nash equilibrium, an
increase in c induces both tenants' and landlord's investments to rise.
3.6. Welfare implications
Consider the associated welfare implications of changing mandated
compensation. To obtain some intuition here, it is helpful to distinguish
between three effects we need to incorporate: on the tenant's invest-
ment, on the landlord's investment, and on the conversion decision.
We have seen that the former two effects are positive. The resulting
welfare effects will be positive, provided both tenant and landlord are
under-investing to start with. This is indeed the case, as we now show.
Excluding investment costs, (gross) social welfare GW can be
expressed as a function of p, the probability of conversion:
GW ¼ ApF cþ 1−sð ÞpAð Þ þ ∫∞cþ 1−sð ÞpAvdF vð Þ ð19Þ
whereupon it follows that
∂GW
∂p ¼ A F þ 1−sð ÞpAf½ −f 1−sð ÞA cþ 1−sð ÞpA½ : ð20Þ
The corresponding expression for the expected (gross) payoff of the
tenant excluding investment costs is
GUT ¼ sApF cþ 1−sð ÞpAð Þ þ c 1−F cþ 1−sð ÞpAð Þ½  ð21Þ
implying
∂GUT
∂p ¼ sA F þ 1−sð ÞpAf½ −f 1−sð ÞAc ð22Þ
which is seen to be below Eq. (20). The corresponding expected (gross)
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GUL ¼ 1−sð ÞApF cþ 1−sð ÞpAð Þ þ ∫∞cþ 1−sð ÞpAvdF vð Þ ð23Þ
so that
∂GUL
∂p ¼ 1−sð ÞA F þ 1−sð ÞpAf½ −f 1−sð ÞA cþ 1−sð ÞpA½  ð24Þ
which is also below Eq. (20). Therefore:
Lemma 3. Both landlord and tenants under-invest.
This implies that if tenants and landlord invest more, utilitarian
welfare will rise. What about the third effect, on the probability of
conversion? Increasing c lowers the probability of conversion. If the
tenants are under-compensated the landlord has a socially excessive
incentive to convert, as he ignores the adverse consequence of
conversion on the tenants' payoffs. Hence all three distortions are
ameliorated upon raising the mandated compensation, if the tenants
are under-compensated to start with. This is the main result of this
paper:
Proposition 2. Consider any locally stable Nash equilibrium in which
tenants are under or fully-compensated (spA−c≥0). Then a small
increase in the compensation will raise welfare, as well as the expected
utility of each tenant. Hence at a welfare optimum tenants must be over-
compensated.
It may be helpful to verify the argument for this directly, instead of
relying on the intuition provided above. Differentiating the tenant's
payoff with respect to c, and using the ﬁrst-order condition (7):
∂UT
∂c ¼ spA−cð Þ 1þ 1−sð ÞA pxxc þ 1−
1
n
 
pyyc
  
þ sA 1−Pð Þpxxcþ P:
ð25Þ
The ﬁrst term is the effect of raising c, both directly and through
induced effects on investments by others (the landlord and other
tenants), on the under-compensation effect. The former lower the prob-
ability of a sale, if Proposition 1 applies,which raises each tenant's utility
if they are being under-compensated in the event of a sale. The second
effect is the direct effect of changes in investments of the landlord on
the expected return to the tenant from agriculture. The third term is
the direct effect on expected compensation, which is proportional to
the probability of sale. The induced effect on own investments can be
ignored owing to the Envelope Theorem.
The corresponding effect on the landlord's per plot payoff is
∂UL
∂c ¼ 1−sð ÞpyycA 1−Pð Þ−P ð26Þ
as the Envelope Theorem implies that effects operating through own
investments and the sale decision can be ignored, leaving only the
effect of changes in tenants investments on the landlord's expected
crop share and the marginal ﬁnancial cost of the compensation, equal
to the probability of sale.
Combining Eqs. (25) and (26), the welfare (per plot) impact equals
∂ UL þ UTð Þ
∂c ¼ spA−cð Þ 1þ 1−sð ÞA pxxc þ 1−
1
n
 
pyyc
  
þ spxxc þ 1−sð Þpyyc
h i
A 1−Pð Þ ð27Þ
i.e., the sum of the effect on expected under-compensation of the
tenant, and the external effect of investments of each party on the
other. Combining the effects of all of the previous results, Proposition 2
now obtains.A key factor driving all of the above results is the fact that the ten-
ant is getting a surplus that the landlord cannot extract. In similar
models of tenancy, limited liability constraints combined with low
wealth of tenants enable them to earn rents. Here the contract is set
by law and this itself could generate rents for the tenant. Still, even
if a legal share is stipulated at s, to the extent the landlord can charge
a ﬁxed fee that reduces the tenant's payoff down to the reservation
level, say, u, the rents will disappear. Such ﬁxed charges are not
feasible for poor tenants who lack the wealth to pay them in states
of the world where agricultural output turns out to be unexpectedly
low owing to random external shocks. If such ﬁxed charges could be
collected, and the landlord could commit ex ante to a compensation
payable to the tenant in the event of conversion, the over-conversion
result would no longer hold. To see this, suppose the landlord can
charge a fee t ex ante from the tenant although the incentive problems
are as above. In that case, the landlord can set
t ¼ UT−u
where UT is the gross expected payoff of the tenant as deﬁned above.
Given this, the landlord's net expected payoff is
UL þ t ¼ UL þ UT−u
where UL is the gross expected payoff of the landlord as deﬁned above.
Since UL+UT is expected social surplus, despite the incentive problems
or the fact that s is legally stipulated, the landlord's decisions will be
the same as the second-best surplus maximizing one.
Note that whether or not the tenants are under-compensated is
not a condition on the primitives of the model. It entails a comparison
between the compensation and loss experienced by tenants in the
event of a sale, and the latter depends on the expected yield from
the land, which depends in turn on investments. What is the connec-
tion between the compensation level c ﬁxed by policy, and the extent
of undercompensation spA−c? Does raising compensation necessar-
ily lower the extent of undercompensation? This may not be the case
if raising compensations raise the investment levels by a lot, so that
the expected loss of tenants increases by more than the compensation
amount.
We have been able to answer this question in the LQU case.
Proposition 3. Consider the LQU case. Then there exists a level of
compensation c∗>0 such that the tenant is under, exactly and over-
compensated whenever c is respectively smaller than, equal to, or bigger
than c∗. Increasing c lowers the extent of under-compensation in this
case.
The proof of this involves detailed but straightforward calculations
of the Nash equilibrium in the LQU case, which we omit.
We have not been able to obtain any deﬁnite result concerning the
effect of c on the landlord's utility. This bears on the question whether
the landlord would voluntarily offer some compensation to the tenant,
and the need for regulating compensation. The landlord gains owing to
increased investment of the tenant, but loses on account of the higher
compensation in the event of a sale. From Eq. (26) the landlord is
worse off as long as
1−sð ÞpyycA b
P
1−P : ð28Þ
In the LQU case, this condition is satisﬁed if f is sufﬁciently close to
0, as P tends to 1 while the left-hand-side of (28) tends to 0 (as yc
tends to 0). This is to be expected: the land will then be sold with
probability approaching one, so the beneﬁts of enhanced agricultural
productivity are negligible while the ﬁnancial cost of compensation is
sizeable. We need to examine whether the opposite is true when f is
large. Given the parameter restrictions in the LQU case where Ab 12f ,
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approaches this bound? The land will be sold with a probability of at
least one half, implying a lower bound of 1 to the right-hand-side of
Eq. (28). If the left-hand-side (which is a constant in the LQU case) is
less than one, the landlord will always be worse off as c rises.
4. Extensions
Now we check the robustness of the main result to departures
from various assumptions made so far.
4.1. Landlord's choice of s
So far we took s as exogenous, determined by a legal mandate.
Might the landlord prefer to offer a higher share to the tenants, in
the interest of motivating them to invest more? One presumes that
if the legal ﬂoor on s is high enough the landlord would not want to
offer the tenants a higher share, owing to the fact that it lowers the
share accruing to the landlord the effect of which would outweigh
any beneﬁt resulting from higher investments made by tenants.
Moreover, in this setting with endogenous conversion of land, there
is a reason why increasing the share of the tenants may reduce their
investment incentive. For a higher share accruing to tenants would
make the landlord more inclined to sell the land, which would reduce
the security of the tenants. If the tenant's investment incentive actually
declined as a result, the landlord would never beneﬁt from offering a
higher share.
We verify this latter reason alone will make the landlord unwilling
to offer a higher share to tenants beyond some legally mandated
value of s. It can be checked that a sufﬁcient condition for the tenant's
investment to decline with higher s as a result of the effect on the
landlord's conversion incentive is that20
F
f
b pA s−1
n
1−sð Þ þ spA−cð Þ 1−sð Þ1
n
f ′
f
" #
þ spA−cð Þ1
n
: ð29Þ
Specializing to the case of a uniform distribution where the density f
is a constant and the support of the distribution is 0; 1f
h i
, condition (29)
reduces to
s >
1
2
1þ c
pA
 
ð30Þ
implying that the tenant invests less when s rises as long as
s >
1
2
1þ c
p 0;0ð ÞA
 
: ð31Þ
Hence if the legally mandated ﬂoor to s lies above the right-hand-
side of Eq. (31), the landlord will not want to offer the tenants a higher
share than mandated. This bound depends on c. If c=0, note that this
bound equals 12. If the legally mandated compensation c is set at some
constant fraction β of the loss spA suffered by the tenant, another
bound on s is
s >
1
2−β : ð32Þ20 This condition ensures that the tenants' reaction function shifts ‘inwards’. Since the
rise in s causes the landlord's reaction function to also shift inwards, the result follows
from the complementarity between their investments.4.2. Where landlord shares the surplus from conversionwith the industrialist
Now consider what happens when the landlord shares the surplus
resulting from conversion with the industrialist, as a result of Nash
bargaining. Then the condition for conversion to take place is unaf-
fected, as the joint beneﬁt to the landlord and the industrialist has
to exceed the compensation c that has to be paid to the tenants, and
the former is still v−(1−s)pA. This implies that the expressions for
the tenants' payoff and incentives are unaffected. However, the
landlord's beneﬁt from conversion is now v−c− 1−sð ÞpA2 , and his actual
payoff conditional on conversion is v−c 1−sð ÞpA2 instead of v. The main
difference is that the landlord's payoff from conversion is itself a func-
tion of the compensation c as well as the landlord's payoff (1−s)pA
from the land in agriculture which matters as it forms the status
quo for the bargaining with the industrialist. A higher value of the
land in its agricultural use therefore provides a strategic advantage
to the landlord by affecting his outside option in bargaining with
prospective buyers. As we shall see below, this will increase the
landlord's investment incentive considerably, which may induce over-
investment by the landlord. This may in turn cause the welfare effects
of increasing compensation to be reversed.
The landlord's expected payoff is now (where we normalize by
setting A=1):
UL ¼ 1−sð ÞpF cþ 1−sð Þpð Þ þ ∫∞cþ 1−sð Þp
v−cþ 1−sð Þp
2
df vð Þ−cL xð Þ ð33Þ
implying that
∂GUL
∂p ¼ 1−sð Þ F þ 1−sð Þfp½  þ
1−Fð Þ 1−sð Þ
2
ð34Þ
whereGUL≡UL+cL(nx) denotes the landlord's payoff gross of investment
costs. Hence the landlord over-invests if Eq. (34) exceeds expression (20)
for ∂W∂p , i.e.,
s F þ 1−sð Þfp½  b f 1−sð Þ cþ 1−sð Þp½  þ 1−Fð ÞÞ 1−sð Þ
2
: ð35Þ
We now argue that there exist distributions F for which the results
of the preceding section will get reversed. For instance, consider a
situation where the value of the industrial project is so much larger
than the value of the land used in agriculture that the land is very
unlikely ex ante to be retained in agriculture. The maximum value
of the land in agriculture is 1, since we have set A=1. Consider com-
pensation values c≤A, and suppose F and f evaluated at any v≤1 are
close to zero. Then condition (35) will hold, implying that the landlord
will over-invest. With the land almost sure to be converted to industrial
use, investment in the land for agricultural purposes has almost no
social value. Yet the landlord continues to invest in order to boost his
bargaining power vis-a-vis the industrialist.
With such a distribution over the industrial value v, the tenant's
investment incentive will nearly vanish, as is evident from inspecting
the ﬁrst-order condition (7) for the tenant's investment. Since the
welfare optimal level of investment is also close to zero, the tenant's
under-investment tends to vanish. So from a welfare standpoint the
dominant consideration is the over-investment of the landlord.
From Eq. (34) it is evident that an increase in c increases the
landlord's investment incentive if
1
2
> 1−sð Þ−f ′
f
ð36Þ
which is satisﬁed in the case of a uniformdistribution, ormore generally
if the density function f does not fall too fast. In such cases, increasing
the tenant's compensation will encourage greater investment by the
landlord, which will lower welfare if the landlord over-invests. Hence
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is reversed.21
Proposition 4. Suppose the landlord and the industrialist share the
surplus from conversion of land via Nash bargaining, and we set maxi-
mum agricultural production A equal to 1. Consider any sequence of
distributions Fm,m=1,2, .. such that Fm(1)→0 as m→0, which satisﬁes
condition (36) for all m. Then if the distribution over industrial value v is
given by Fm where m is sufﬁciently large, increasing the mandated com-
pensation c over the range [0,1] lowers welfare, and it is socially optimal
to set the required compensation at 0.
One case, however, where our earlier result continues to apply is
when the technology is such that the landlord has no role to play in
investing in agricultural improvement, whence only the tenant's
investment incentives matter. If we consider a technology where p
is independent of x, our earlier result continues to apply.
Proposition 5. Suppose the landlord and the industrialist share the
surplus from conversion of land via Nash bargaining, and there is no
scope for the landlord to make any investments (p is independent of x,
but strictly increasing and concave in y). Then if the tenant is under-
compensated, welfare and the tenant's investment rise in c; hence at a
welfare optimum the tenant must be over-compensated.5. Concluding comments
In this paper we have provided an analysis of compensation policy
for farmers displaced by the process of industrialization. The need for
such a policy arises from contracting frictions which take the form of
a two-sided moral hazard problem with limited liability for tenants.
There are distortions associated with speciﬁc investments made by
tenants and landlords that are made to improve agricultural produc-
tivity, with a general tendency towards under-investment. Moreover,
the limited liability of tenants implies that they earn a surplus that is
not extracted by the landlord in the form of a ﬁxed rent. This in turn
implies that the landlord has a socially excessive tendency to convert
the land to industrial purposes, as his private proﬁt calculus ignores
the loss of rents suffered by tenants in the process. Mandating
compensation to the tenant in the event of conversion affects three
distortions: the landlord's incentive to convert the land, and the spe-
ciﬁc investments of the landlord and tenant. We provided conditions
under which economic efﬁciency dictates the tenants be over-
compensated, in the sense that the tenants would be better off
in the event of conversion. Otherwise if the tenants were under-
compensated, a small increase in the compensation policy would
reduce the size of each of the three distortions: it would reduce the
incentive of the landlord to convert, thus raising the probability of
retaining the land for agricultural use, which would boost investment
incentives of both landlords and tenants. To these arguments would be
added considerations of equity and political stability, in cases where
tenants are substantially poorer than landowners or industrialists.
Our analysis was based on amodel which abstracted from a number
of signiﬁcant real-world issues. One is the possibility that industrialists
are privately informed about the value of the land in industrial use.22
However, the landlord would have an incentive to extract this informa-
tion through competitive bidding. If full extraction is not possible, the
landlord would have to share the surplus with the industrialists that21 In the following result we introduce a hypothetical sequence of distributions over v
which converge to a limiting distribution in which the land is retained in agriculture
with zero probability, in order to make precise the sense in which the industrial value
can be sufﬁciently large relative to agricultural use, while still allowing the land to be
retained in agriculture with positive (but negligible) probability. The latter is needed
in order to ensure that the interior ﬁrst-order-conditions still characterize equilibrium
investments.
22 See Ghatak and Ghosh (2011) for one approach to this problem.purchase the land. In that case we expect the analysis of the previous
section would continue to apply, and our main result would continue
to be valid provided the landlord's own investment role is negligible.
If this is not the case, the landlord may have a socially excessive incen-
tive to invest in agricultural quality of the land in order to raise his res-
ervation utility in bargaining with investors. Raising the compensation
level would then improve the distortions associated with the decision
to convert, and raise the tenant's investment incentive, at the cost of
aggravating the distortion involved in the over-investment of the land-
lord. These distortions would have to be traded off against each other.
A major assumption is that the supply of land is ﬁxed ex ante. In
the context of agricultural land this assumption may be quite reason-
able. It is less reasonable in the context of real estate or industrial
property. In the latter contexts mandating compensation to tenants
will be likely to reduce the ex ante proﬁtability for landlords to invest
in real estate or property in the ﬁrst place, generating an additional
distortion of the sort emphasized in the traditional literature on
effects of rent control or minimum wage laws. In the context of land,
however, this distortion is unlikely to be important.
Another issue we abstracted from is heterogeneity across farmers
and plots. It is unlikely that judicial authorities will be able to measure
the quality of each individual plot leased and calibrate compensations
based on such valuations. It is more likely that some kind of average
valuation of land in the area will be used to set a standard rate of
compensation, whereupon some tenants will end up being under-
compensated. We conjecture that our results will continue to extend
with regard to the average rate of compensation, i.e., on average,
displaced farmers ought to be over-compensated. Nevertheless, the
exact details of such an extension need to be worked out. The model
also abstracted from considerations of risk-aversion. We conjecture,
however, that risk aversion of tenants will further strengthen the case
for fully compensating them.
We assumed for most part that the share of the tenants and the
compensations paid in the event of conversion were determined by
policy mandates. This can be rationalized if landlords cannot commit
to paying tenants ex post more than the legal mandate. However,
reputational considerations may allow landlords to offer more than is
legally mandated. We provided a condition (on the mandated share)
which guarantees that the landlord would not wish to offer a larger
share ex ante even if he could commit to it. Nevertheless a fuller analysis
of this issue is needed; this issue is analyzed in detail in a companion
paper (Ghatak and Mookherjee, 2012).
This latter paper also shows that welfare arguments for over-
compensation may not apply when the number of tenants is small.
In the case of a single tenant, for instance, the threat of selling the
land and not compensating the tenant can serve as a powerful incen-
tive device to motivate the tenant to supply high levels of investment.
This incentive effect is analogous to the disciplinary role of takeovers
emphasized in the literature on corporate governance.References
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